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As a result of an examination of the behavior of soils s ubjected to rocket and jet exhaus t 
gases. it was concluded that th e gas pressure in the pores of the soil played an important part 
in the process of soil r emoval which occurred . Con sequently, a numerical s tudy of a."tially 
,-mmetric isothermal nonlinear gas flow ill a porous medium wa undertaken. The paper 
~resents the results and interpretations of the calculations for the particular boundary pres-
s ure conditions d eYeloped b~ a urveyo1· spacecraft vernier engine mounted 12 in . abO\-e a 
granular mate rial. 
lntroduction 
A PROPO 'ED experiment for the Sun·eyor :;;paceeraft ometime after a ucce-sful lunar landing is the firing of 
its vernier rocket. engines. ' ince Sun·eyors I and HI ha,·e 
demonstrated the existence of a granular medium at the 
moon's urface, the que...;;tion of the prediction and interpreta-
tion of the effect of the firing into a . oil under appropriate 
circumstance;: arise;;. In addition, the landing of lhe Apollo 
Lunar ::\1odule on the moon will require the conti.nuou" firing 
of the vehicle'· engine to a distance of a few feet abm·e the 
lunar wfaee. The con~uences of this must be reliably 
estimated in ad,·ance, ince the effect:> may require clo:::e 
consideration of the final stages of the L~I tra.jectory. A pre-
liminary urveyor experiment will be of value in conducting 
L~I tudie;;. 
During the fii'l:lt lunar day of Sun·eyor l's life, consideration 
was given to a test employing the ,-ernier engine=- used in con-
trolling the spacecraft's de ·cent, although there wa:; doubt 
both as to their actual operation and the thrl.1$t level they 
would achie,·e. :\ t the time. it wa., of course, already kno"·n 
that the lunar :;urface \Yas soil-like. so that the hazard to the 
spacecraft of filing the ,·erniers had to be a -essed. There 
were two danger-<. One con:;isted in the possibility that a 
thrust Je,·el might be reached which could overturn the . pa.ce-
craft. The econd danger, which concern- thi - paper, wa.s 
that a ucce-«ful fi1ing, which did not OYerturn the spacecraft, 
might howe,·er coYer it with soil expelled from the lunar sur-
face below the engine nozzles. This material would impair 
the efficiency of the thermal control ;;mface and might also 
come in contact with the camera mirror and other .ensitin· 
surfaces. 
A number of i;;tudics were therefore initiated to clarif,· the 
que t ions relaliug to a te ' t firing of the vernier engi ne~. · One 
of these invoh·ed te~t firings of a SwTeyor \·eniier engine in a 
rocket engine Yacuum test chamber at the JPL-Xorthrop 
facility at Edwards .-\ir Force Base, Calif.. in June 1966 in 
order to simulate the un·eyor I temperature conditions at 
the lunar urface. The senior author sugge·ted that ,,ome of 
these firings be carried out on a soil simulating the obsen·ed 
lunar surface material as well as it could be judged, at the 
level of the lunar surface below the ~un·eyor I ,·ernier emrine 
nozzle, a distance of about 12 in. Xo attempt was made to 
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simulate lunar gra\'ity. The test will not be described in 
detail. The depressions in the surface resulting from one 
test firing at 20-lb thrust and i-sec duration are shown in Fig. 
1 and were t in. to t in. deep. Partly as a re ul t of the test 
at Edwards, it \Yas decided not to attempt a test firing of the 
un·eyor I verniers during the first lunar day. 
To clarify the oil beha,·ior during the firings, further 
tests "·ere carried out in different soil - at the JPL-Northrop 
facil ity in 'eptember 1966. :\photograph of the soil urface 
after one test i · hown in Fig. 2. l n the fine-grained -oil in the 
June 1966 tests, the area below the axis of the jet was not 
eroded, and in fact , matrrial wa.s deposited on it. Thi" region 
was smrounded bv an annular trough from which the soil 
had been remo,·ed.- In the coarser :::oil of the 1'eptember tests, 
a central crater (Fig. 2) wa surrounded by a circular rim 
whose cre"t was at the original soil surface. Outside this rim 
was another annular trough or moat. High-speed motion 
pictme were made of the events during and on cessation of 
the firing. The,;e mo,·ie · and the soils bcha,·ior will be dis-
cussed in the next _ection. 
Previou Studie of Rocket Exhaust-Soil 
Interaction 
Roberts2 analyzed the interaction of a gas jet with a granu-
lar medium in a· ,·acuum from the point of ,·ie"· of erosional re-
moYal of the particles at the surface for a jet who e axis is 
normal to the surface. He formulated equation describing 
the phenomenon in terms or the di:;;tribution of fluid shearing 
stresses at the surface of the meditun and the fluid drag on the 
particles. The beha,•ior of a granular material subjected to 
fluid flow at it surface ha!', of course, been extensi\·ely studied 
in order to understand both !:'ubaerial and subaqueous ero-
ional proces e . 3 . • Experiment· were carried out by Land 
and Clark5 on uniformlv-sized oil whose erosion was mea-
sured during the operation or the jet by mean- of an X-ray 
technique; the results compared with Roberts' thcor~-. The 
behador of oils containing a wide distribution of sizes ha 
apparently not been tudied. T he effect of the flow of the jet 
gas into and through the pore::: of the soil was not examined, 
and the changing geometry of the urface during erosion, with 
its interaction with the jet behavior, was not taken into ac-
count in Roberts' anah·si . In the formulation of the equa-
tion describing the gas flow, Roberts~ assumed that the 
surface of impingement was impermeable. The nature of the 
flow near a rigid but permeable surface would be different 
because of the flow in the porous medium, but this problem 
doe not seem to have been examined, to the authors' knowl-
edge. 
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In their experimental investigation of the impingement of a 
jet on a granular smface, Land and Clark~ obse1Ted slumping 
of the crater following shutdown of the jet. In the finer 
grained materials this slumping was sufficient to destroy en-
tirely the crater formed during the firing. They attributed this 
effect to discharge of jet gase' from the soil to the ambient 
\·acuum when the jet was stopped. The effect of pore gases 
on the penetration of projectiles into soils in air and vacuum 
11·as obl'erved by Roddy et al.6 
In the high-speed motion pictw·es made dw·ing the Septem-
ber 1966 tests at Edwards Air Force Base, a distinct dis-
turbance of the soil surface took place immediately under the 
engine nozzle as soon as firing stopped. I n Fig. 3a is hown 
one of the moYie frames during firing about 50 milliseconds 
from engine shutdown. This soil configuration remained 
relatiYely unchanged during the last one or two tenths of a 
second of the process. T'1e soil appearance a few milliseconds 
after shutdown i shown in Fig. 3b, in which an upwelling of 
the central region of oil can be seen. 
As a result of these and other obsen·ations, it was concluded 
that gas flow through the pores of the soil under some soil 
conditions cont ributes significantly to the phenomenon of soil 
remonl by a rocket engine or jet directed at the soil surface. 
Jn particular, the appearance of a crater ' Urrounded by a rim 
beyond which a further annular crater or moat had developed, 
as shown in Fig. 2, does not seem to be predictable by the 
mechanism of erosion by entrainment as developed by 
Roberts. 
Consequently a ;:tudy was undertaken of ga flow through 
a porous medium under condit ions directly applicable to the 
firing of the Surrnyor spacecraft's rnrnier engines at the 
lunar surface. The analysis and its results are de cribed in 
the following sections. 
Formulation of the Problem 
The isothermal transient flow of an ideal gas through a 
porous medium when the flow obeys Darcy's Law is described 
by the following second-order, nonlinear equation7 : 
v1p2 = (2n µ./ k)(op/ ot) (1) 
where p = pressure, n = porosity of the porous medium, 
µ. = yi;;cosity of ga in the medium, and k = permeability of 
the medium to gas flow. 
Fig. 1 Soil surface after test, June 1966. 
F ig . 2 Soil surface after test, Sept. 1966. 
Exact solutions to this equation are. in general, difficult to 
obtain. An approximate ,;olution has been obtained to the 
one-dimensional transient flow problem8 and numerical 
methods9 as well as electrical analogsL0 ha1·e been used to 
study the one-dimensional problem. A three-dimensional 
problem with radial ;;;ymmetry has also been studied. u The 
t11·0-dimensional steady-state flow of air through show 1\·as 
treated analytically by Yen and Fisher. L2 
In the following, the transient flow of exhaust gases from a 
rocket engine firing onto a granular soil under rncuum con-
ditions is studied numerically. The boundary conditions pre-
\'ailing during the firing test are simulated in the calculations. 
Fig. 3a Soil s u rface dm·ing firing, Sept. 1966. 
Fig. 3b Soil surface innnediately after shutoff, Sept. 1966. 
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Fig. 4 R adia l net work , m esh size and bound ary condi-
tions. 
Equation (1) can be written, in the case of radial symmetry, as 
()2p! + .!. ~ (r ()p!) = 2nµ op 
()z! T ()r ()r k Ol (2) 
Let P = p/ po, R = r/ro, Z = z/ ro, and T = (kp0/ 2µnr02)t. 
ubstituting into Eq. (2), the following dimensionless equa-
tion is obtained: 
02P2/ 0V + (1/ R)(()/ oR)[R(OP2/0R)] = oP/OT (3) 
H~re Po is a ~haracteristic pressure, actually taken to be 1 psi; 
To 1 the radius of the jet nozzle. It can be seen that the soil 
propertie 1.: and n only enter into the equation in the time 
scale, th~ characteristic time being equal to 2µnr0/ kp0• 
Equation (3) can be wrilten in finite difference form in 
several ways. One is the implicit fo1m, as used by Bruce et 
al., 10 which involves solving a set of simultaneous algebraic 
equations for each time step. Another i- the e:..'"J)licit form 
using a progressirn type of solution in which the pressure at 
each point in the medium is calculated from the pre sure at 
that point and those at its neighboring points at the previous 
time step. The latter procedure i followed in this tudy. 
Equation (3) can be written in the explicit finite difference 
form" as 
Po.r+t>r - Po.r 1 2 6T (~)2 [P2,r + Po1., r 2 - 2Po,r2 ] + 
(6~)' [ (1 + :!) P1,r2 + ( 1 - ~~) P3,T! - 2Po,r'] 
(4) 
where the notation follow that of Fig. 4. Po r is the dimen-
sionle - pre· ure at point 0 with coordinat~ (Zo.&i) at the 
time t; P2, r is the dimensionle s pressure at point 2 at time t 
where point 2 has coordinates (Zo - ~,Ro) and so on. Th~ 
sizes of the mesh in the R and Z directions are t:..R and t:..Z 
respectively. ' 
If AR = AZ, i.e., for a square mesh, then, letting JI 
t:.T/(~)2, Eq. (4) becomes 
Po.r+t>T = Po,r + M [ P2,r2 + Pv2 + ( 1 + ~) x 
P1,r2 + ( 1 - :~) Pi, r2 - 4Po,r2] (5) 
It can, therefore, be seen that the pre- ure at any point in 
the medium at any particular time can be calculated by means 
of ~q. (5) fro~ the pre ·ure at that point and it neighboring 
pomt' at a time 6T before. If the initial pre- ure di ·tribu-
tion i known, a stepwi-e determination of the pressure dis-
tribution can be obtai11ed by repeated use of Eq. (5) at each 
point. 
In Eq. (5) a ingularity appears at points on the axis where 
Ro = 0. For those poinL, a different equation has to be 
derived by considering that there is no flow of gas aero- this 
axis of ymmetry. The equation is 
Po.r- .H = Po,r + .M[Pi.r' + P; ,r2 + 4P1,r2 - 6Po,r2 ] (6) 
Calculational S tability Con ideration 
Only two of the three quantities, 6T, t:..Z, and Jf can be 
cho·en independently. The mailer the values cho. en for 6 T 
and 6.Z, the better an approximation the difference equation 
(5) is to the differential equation (3). As ~ decrea-.<:es 
the number of grid point required to cover a pecifi~ 
area increase as l / (6.Z) 2• Therefore, for practical reasons 
6Z cannot be too small. ' 
The value of M to be chosen ha, to depend on the tabilitv 
of the problem. Instability in the -olution develops due to th~ 
accumulation of round-off errors in the numerical calculations 
and to truncation errors introduced by the omis· ion of higher-
order term- when the difference equations were written. For 
the linear, one-dimensional diffusion equation 
(7) 
it ha - been shown12 that for JI > i, a divergi11g solution is 
obtained, whereas for M = ~' an oscillating olution results. 
It can be shown that in the linear, hYo-dimensioual case, the 
requirement for stability is M 5; t. In the nonlinear one-
dimensional case, Bruce et al. 10 showed that for JI = j, ~nun­
stable · olution was obtained; for JI = L / 3.64 an oscillating 
~olution was obtained; and for ]J = i a table olution wa ob-
tained. In the present nonlinear, three-dimensional problem 
with radial symmetry, a complication arises due to the 
presence of the radial terms AR/ 2R0, re ulting in changing 
values of M as Ro change . A trial-and-error procedure was 
adopted here by olving the problem with different values of 
JI and examining the stability of the results. It was found 
that for JI = 0.1, an un table solution is obtained, whereas 
for JI = 0.05, a stable one re ulted. Therefore, a value of M 
equal to 0.05 wa u ed in the calculation~ . The solutions at 
long times were also checked by comparison ...,·ith the steady-
state Laplac ian in the pre ure squared. 
Solution of the P roble m 
To imulate the actual firing conditions in the Edwards 
te t . as hown in Fig. 4, the geomet1;c configuration of Fig. 4 
was chosen for the granular medium. The size of mesh 
chosen was t:..Z = M = t, and the time step 6T = JI (AZ) 2 
= 0.0125. An initial preMure of 0.02 p i is a urned to exist 
in the pore fluid of the soil and at the su1face, and for time 
T 2:: 0, the surface of the oil is a urned to be subjected to 
a static pre ure exerted by the exhaust ga from the jet. A 
normal surface pressure distribution, centered on R = 0, is 
a ~urned, with the standard deYiation of the n01mal curve 
equal to the nozzle radius; that is, for R > 3 on the surface, 
the pressure remains constant at 0.02 psi. The nom1alizing 
pre-~ure Po is cho...-.en to be 1 p i and the dimensionle - pressure 
P is numerically equal to the pre-;;ure p. A peak surface 
pressure of 2 psi is used. 
The sides and bottom of the soil container are impen;ous 
to gas flow. To represent the e in1pen· ious boundarie in the 
actual calculations an imaginary point is assumed to exist 
beyond the boundary at a. distance of one mesh ize away. 
This point is given a pre ~ure equal to that at the correspond-
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ing point in front of the boundary (its mirror image). For 
example, for a calculation at a point 0 coinciding with the 
bottom of container, Eq. (5) can be used with the provision 
that P,,.,. is taken equal to P1,.,.. 
It is possible to examine the case of time-dependent surface 
pressure distribution due to, say, the gradual approach of the 
jet to the surface, but in the present study a constant pressure 
is used to simulate the firing of the Surveyor vernier engine 
at a constant height. It is important to note that during the 
firin? of the jet, erosion of the soil surface by the exhaust gas 
flmnng along the surface generally occurs. However, in this 
study, a surface configuration that does not change with time 
is assumed. This point will be discussed in more detail in a 
later section. 
The shutdown of the engine can be simulated by removing 
the imposed pressure distribution on the surface. The engine 
can be fired for different periods of time and then shut off. 
The equations governing the diffusion of gas out of the soil 
after engine shutdown are exactly tbe same as those during 
firing. Only a change in the surface boundary conditions is 
required. The diffusion of gas through the medium during 
firing i studied a well as the diffusion subsequent to shut-
down after fuing for different times, and the results are pre-
sented in the follo'\\ing section. 
R esults of Pressure Calculation 
The pressure distributions of the gas in the soil at different 
times after the engine is turned on are shown in Fig. 5. The 
pressures at different depths below the center of the engine 
are shown as functions of time in Fig. 6 and tbe pressures at 
different radial distances from the center at the bottom of the 
fir;;t layer are shown in Fig. 7: It can be seen that at T = 5 
the pressures at most of tbe points near the urface hav~ 
reached stea~y values. Hence, it can be a "urned that steady 
state of flow 1s reached at about T = 5. Equation (5) can be 
u.-ed to check whether the teady state bas been reached or 
nut. 1:Jnder the steady state, the parenthesis on the right-
hand side hould vanish at all points in the medium. It is 
indeed, found that thi condition is true for all the points except 
those near to the bottom boundary and those near to the 
corner where the two impermeable boundaries meet. 
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Fig. 5 P r essure distributions at different t imes d uring 
firing. 
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Fig. 6 Pressure vs time at varying d epths under the center 
of the jet. 
For firing up to a certain time, say, ! sec, whether the 
steady state has been reached or not depends on the charac-
teristics of the soil, since the soil property is represented in the 
group of terms defining the characteristic time. Under the 
circumstances of firing, the gas viscosity is about 1 X 10--e lb 
sec ft-2 and the soil's permeability, varying with grain size, 
bas values of 10-L10-10 ft2 for a coarse sand (grain size 1000-
500µ) to 10-rqo-u ft2 for a fine silt (grain size 50-10µ ). 
Consequently, the characteristic time can vary from 10-1 sec 
in a coarse sandy soil to 10' secs in a fine granular medium, 
for tbe Surveyor mode and pressure in question. 
For a coarse-grained, very permeable soil under the present 
conditions, it seems likely that firing for ! sec may develop 
~e steady-state. ftow condition whereas in a fine-grained very 
rmpermeable soil, the steady state may take minutes to de-
velop in the test under discussion. In order to study the shut-
down phenomenon in different soils, it is therefore necessan· 
to turn off the engine at different times, after the steady sta~ 
has been reached, as well a.s before. 
Three cases have been studied. In the first, the engine is 
shut off at T = 5 and calculations are continued up to T = 6. 
In the second and third cases the engine is shut off at T = 2 
and T = 0.2, respectively, and the calculations a.re continued 
up to T = 5 and T = 2.2, respectively. The pressure dis-
tributions in these three cases are shown at different times 
after shutdown in Fig. 8. 
Consider a tions Pertaining to Surface Erosion 
1. Duri ng Firing 
From the pressure distribution obtained in the previous 
section, the direction of gas ftow at a point can be obtained 
since, in the isotropic medium, it takes place along the direc-
1.5,------,.---------.-----.----,....-----i 
$1U, 1) 
l2.2l 
( 2,31 
12.4) 
(2,5) 
Fig. 7 Pressure at Z = ! vs t ime a t varying radial distances. 
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Fig. 8 Pressure distribution s at different times afte.r 
shutoff. 
tion of steepest pre- ure gradient. The body forces on an ele-
ment of soil due to the flow of gas through it will be propor-
tional to the pres ure gradient and act in the same direction 
as the flow. The general direction of the flow during firing i 
downwards into the soil directly underneath the jet and up-
wards out of the soil in urface regions three or four charac-
teristic length from the center, as shown in Fig. 5. In the 
latter region , the rate of upward flow, or the pre--ure 
gradient, in a real test increases as firing goes on until such a 
time that the vertical upward component of the force exerted 
by the flow exceeds the weight of the soil. The region of soil 
where thi condition i reached becomes potentially un-table. 
Whether or not this part of the soil will be lifted up and re-
moved by the gas tream along the surface depend ' on the 
strength of the soil. In particular, ince the net \'ertical force 
has become zero (the effecti,·e tre , as used in oil mechanics, 
ha become zero), the pan of the soil strength which depends 
on the tresse acting between grains (effective tre e:::) is 
zero, and therefore only the cohesion of the soil i important 
in holding the soil down. If the soil is completely cohe-ion-
less, then the entire region of oil in which the force due to 
the upward flow of gas exceeds the weight of the :<oil may be 
removed. Howc\"er, in practice, once ero ion begin to take 
place, the geometriral configuration of the urface and conse-
quently of the flow region changes and solution p1-eviously 
obtained will no longer be valid for subsequent time-. It is, 
therefore, to be remembered that the calculation of pre« ures 
described previou ly a sume that the surface boundary and the 
flow propertie of the region do not change with time. This 
assumption is then equivalent to considering that the . oil 
grains in the potentially un table regions are supported by the 
gas flow (the material bas been liquefied or become quick) 
without being carried away by the exiting gas. 
2. Aft er Shutdown 
The same !.'ind of instability phenomenon occurs after the 
shutdown of the engine. The gas flow directions are indicated 
in Fig. 8. It can be een from Fig. 8 that very steep pre ure 
gradients appear near the center of the region after the shut-
down. All the calculations subsequent to shutdown are 
valid only if it is assumed, as before, that this central region 
st.a.ya in place. 
3. Erosion Estiinat c 
It is interesting to make an e-timate of the extent of the 
potentially unstable region both during firing and after shut-
down. Since the weight of the soil ent.ers into thi con-
sideration, the same soil "·ill exhibit different erosion amounts 
under earth and lunar gravity conditions. The effect of 
gravity is considered in the following calculations. 
A square element, whose corners are the grid point of the 
mesh used in the pre ure calculations, is assumed to be ub-
ject.ed to uniform pres ures acting on its four sides, which are 
the average of pre ure at the corresponding pair of grid 
points at the corners. In addition, the weight of the element 
is assumed to act on the bottom of the element. {The unit 
weight of the soil is taken to be 100 lb/ ft3 on earth and 16.7 
lb/ ft3 on the moon.) The re ult.ant of the vertical force 
acting on the upper and lower faces of the element and the 
weight of the element is calculated for each element. If the 
net force for an element on the surface act upward , then the 
weight of thi- element i neofocted in calculations for the ele-
ment below it. This i equivalent to assuming tbat the top 
element is in a floating po ition and yet the flow boundary has 
not changed so significantly as to invalidate the solution of the 
finite difference equations for the flow problem. Such calcula-
tions are performed for eacb element during firing and after 
shutdown at different time under earth and then lunar 
gravity. From these calculations it is possible to define 
potentially unstable regions within which the soil would have 
been blom1 away if it po essed no cohesion. In Figs. 9-11, 
these potentially unstable region are shown under different 
firing and shutdown condition and comparisons are made for 
the effect of gra \'ity. 
It must be pointed out, however, that due to the di crete 
nature of the formula.lion of the problem, the first instant of 
instability (e.g., T = 1.0 at gin Fig. 9) may not be too mean-
ingful. It i- po~sible that in tability occurs earlier than 
T = 1.0. Also, for the same reason, the Lines defining these 
T=I I.~ 1.5 2 3 4 5 
. . . ;,\, \ ~ . i / / / / / ' \\\~\.\\ \ / I I I I I / 
,
. . 
g 
T•0.6 0 .7 0.8 I 1.5 2 3 4 5 
\\,' \ \ / , , / /I I I • 
\\ \ \ \ \ , // I I I I I / '~
F ig. 9 Regions of potentially unstab le soil a t differ en t 
t imes during firing to T = 5.0, at g and i g. 
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Fig. 10 Regions of potentially unstable soil at different 
ti.mes afte.r shutoff at T = 5.0, at g and t g. 
regions have to be extrapola.ted to the surface, because the re-
sultant vertical forces on the first layer of elements are as-
sumed to act at the bottom of the layer. However, the gen-
eral pattern of the possible erosion is still valid. The finite 
difference grid can be made smaller if a more detailed tudy of 
oil rerno,·al near the urface is ever required. 
In order to study the effect of the bottom boundary on the 
erosion pattern, a solution was obtained where the bottom 
impermeable boundary was located at a depth twice as great 
as in the previous solutions. The solution shows that the 
prei'<oure distribution in the top haU of the new region is al-
most identical to that in the region previou ly studied, except 
in the bottom two layers of the soil where the effect of an im-
pervious boundary is most significant. The pressures near 
the burface, and hence the regions of potentially unstable 
soil, remain unaffected by moving the bottom boundary 
away from the surface. Therefore, the solutions obtained 
and the conclusions reached in this study are expected to be 
valid in situations where the engine fires onto a emi-infinite 
porous medium. · 
As stated earlier, only the cohesion of the soil, but not its 
frietional resistance, is effectirn in re i ting ero ion by the 
exi,-ting gas. To evaluate the effect of cohe ion of the soil on 
the erojon pattern caused by the engine exhaust, a strength 
analysis can be performed from which it is po~ ible to estimate 
the minimum cohesive strength of the soil required to prevent 
any soil removal down to a given depth. 
Conclusions 
It is suggestoo that the three processes, 1) erosion by en-
trainment of soil particles in the gas flow, 2) rapid cratering as 
a resu It of the jet-caused, normal surface gas pressure's exceed-
ing the bearing capacity of the oil,13 and 3) soil movement as 
a result of t he upwards flow of gas through the pores of the 
soil during and at the end of firing, all occur as a result of the 
interaction of a jet with a granular medium. Which process 
predominates depends on the thrust level, height, and degree 
of expansion of the jet, and the length of firing in relation to 
- . 
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Fig. 11 Regions of potentially unstable soil at different 
times after shutoff at T = 0.2, at g and i g. 
the soil characteristics of cohesion, grain size, and size dis-
tribution as they play a part in the entrainment processes 
and control the permeability. For high-static gas pressures at 
the ground surface, yielding that re~ults in udden or explosive 
cratering may occur.11 Pressure Jes than those required to 
cause such sudden failures cause both surface entrainment 
and ga flow into and through the granular medium. If the 
time of firing is short relative to the characteristic time of the 
sy tern, little penetration of the ga pre ures into the soil 
will occur, and the principal mechanism of oil removal will be 
particle entrainment by the lateral ga" stream at the soil's 
su1·face. 
However, for firing times long compared to the character-
istic time, the flow through the soil can develop more fully, 
and it can be seen from Fig. 8, for example, that an upward 
component of flow occurs in an annular region at the surface. 
This annulus does not, in general, correspond with the region 
of maximum surface shearing stresses caused by the jet, and 
it follows that, under the appropriate condit ions, more than 
one region of soil removal can occur, as demonstrated, for 
example, in Fig. 2. 
For all but very short firing times, cessation of firing with 
the ubsequent reimposition of a uniform pressure smaller 
than the firing pressures at the soil surface, permits the gas 
stored in the soil to vent through the soil to the surface. 
With the highest gas pre5.5ures developed immediately under 
the jet this results in a circular region of uplifted soil in this 
position. This soil in most cases rises as the gas escapes and 
falls back to the surface again, usually in a loosened condition. 
The extent to which material is lost from the area depends 
on the dimensionless time duration of firing, the soil charac-
teristics, and the gravitational field. This process is shown 
in Fig. 3b. 
Figures !}-11 show separately the regions of potentially un-
stable soil developed during firing, and immediately following 
shutdown, respectively. In a real test, the effects are, of 
course, superimposed, and it will be seen that, depending on 
the characteristic time for the soil, various patterns of surface 
material removal can be obtained. For comparison with 
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the computed results, the soil profile remaining at the end of 
the test shown in Fig. 2 has been plotted on Figs. 9 and 11. 
It would appear in this case that the profile best fits the com-
puted results for shutdown at about the dimensionless time 
0.1, which gives a characteristic time for the soil of about 5 
sec. It must be remembered tha.t some of the oil faU back 
to the ·urface as the gas flow out of the soil diminishes. 
In a cohesionle- soiJ, the urface material will begin to 
blow away as soon as firing begin , and removal "iU continue 
during firing and at hutdown. However, a soil with cohesion 
will not erode on ignition of the rocket, since, as pointed out 
before, the cohesion pre\·ents the removal of oil in the po-
tentia.Uy unstable regions. 
As firing continues, the net upward force on the unstable 
region in a giYen oil increases. If, at a ub-equent stage, 
this gas-<leveloped force exceeds the resisting force due to 
gra\ity and soil cohesion, the region will be ejected from the 
soil surlace and removed. Consequently, in a soil "ith a 
sma.ll amount of cohe ion, firing can take place for some time 
with little or no visible effect on the soil until chunks of the 
-oil become detached at a time when the cohe ive resistance 
of the soil is exceeded. As soiJ is usuaUy inhomogeneous, 
these pieces of oil will not be remo\·ed uniformly and sym-
metrically ar•mnd the impingement axis. 
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